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Development of recognition

出所 : R.L.Solso 「Cognition and the visual arts、MIT  Press」 1994　Fig. 4.20, p75, 一部改変
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出所 : S.J.Gould 「Evolution of life on the earth / Life in the Universe、W.H.Freeman and company」 1995　Fig. 6.2, p57



Concept of Number

Exo Endo

timeAround 7-year-old

J. Piajet

出所 : http://memo.cgu.edu.tw/yun-ju/CGUWeb/SciEdu/Piaget/FigPiagetSciedu/Piaget/piaget1.jpg



What is Life?

• Endo-exo (or self-nonself) circulation is a
key process of life phenomena, because
the opposites are complimentary.

End-exo circulation

Evolution
endo exo Endo-system Exo-world
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Gesteland & Atkins
(1993)

Another Chicken-and-Egg Paradox

  If one accepts the notion of an RNA
world, then one is faced with the dilemma
of how such a genetic system came into
existence.

  Here we encounter another chicken-and-
egg paradox: Without evolution it appears
unlikely that a self-replicating ribozyme
could arise, but without some form of self-
replication there is no way to conduct an
evolutionary search for the first, primitive
self-replicating ribozyme.

  G. F. Joyce and L. E. Orgel
Origin of the RNA world  p13
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Molecular Evolution

出所 : http://www.mediamatic.net/artefact-227-en.html 出所 : http://digitalarts.lcc.gatech.edu/unesco/
        biotech/scientists/bio_s_skauffman.html



出所 : D.W.Deamer「Membrane compatments in prebiotic evolution / The molecular origins of life: assembling process of thepazzle, Cambridge University press,」 1998 Fi.g 8.4, p198



  On the analogy of N.Bohr’s
complementary principle,
living life and non-living
matter are complementary,

  in which the two opposing
aspects being the different
states of the same molecules.



Self-replication
is not a key 

concept of life.

出所 : http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/reader/0521427088/ref=sib_rdr_zmout/026-7241102-1308435?ie=UTF8&p=S001#reader-page



What is life ?

  This long-standing problem
has not been solved yet.

  This is not because we lack
knowledge of molecules such
as DNA, but because we lack
the principle essential for life.



The origin-of-life problem

   It is the central problem of the
origin of life, when aggregations
of matter obeying only elementary
physical laws first began to
constrain individual molecules to
a functional, collective behavior.



Previous theories assumed

  either
  (i) polymers
    (F.Dyson, M.Eigen, S.Kauffman)
  or
  (ii) vecicles
    (A.Oparin, F.Varela, S.Fox)

in an aqueous solution.



Two major difficulties

  (i) Self-replicating polymers
alone never evolve de novo out
of random polymers without pre-
evolving process.

 (ii) Vesicles alone never evolve
without stored information
based on self-replicating
polymers.



I developed a new theory
in two steps



First, I assumed

 both
 (i) polymers
 and
 (ii) vesicles

 but not always
 in an aqueous solution.
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出所 : H.Lodish et al.「Molecular cell biology, W. H. Freeman and Company」 1995　Fig.1.5, p7



出所 : H.Lodish et al.「Molecular cell biology, W. H. Freeman and Company」 1995　Fig.1.5, p7



Then, I introduced the new
principle of endo-exo circulation

   A closed vesicle (or an endo-system)
can isolate its identity from the
external environment (or the exo-
world).

Exo-world

Endo-system



   Suppose that such a closed vesicle is
subject to assembly-disassembly
cycles – that is, the membranes are
broken, allowing entry of molecules
from the exo-world, and resealed.

Exo-world

Endo-system



   At each cycle, the vesicle could not
retain the same composition as it was
before, but instead evolve due to
weak selection through
intermolecular interactions.

Exo-world

Endo-system



   The enclosed micro-environment can
provide a basis for open evolution,
because an almost infinite number of
molecules are supplied by the exo-
world at every cycle.

Exo-world

Endo-system
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Exo-world



What mechanisms initially
drive the endo-exo circulation

on the prebiotic Earth ?

Upon dehydration,

linear polymers are formed.

Upon hydration,

closed vesicles are created.



  Dehydration-hydration cycles can be
one of the plausible mechanisms of
the endo-exo circulation, by which
many different kinds of polymers and
vesicles are alternately generated and
degenerated.



出所 : D.W.Deamer「Membrane compatments in prebiotic evolution / The molecular origins of life: assembling process of thepazzle, Cambridge University press,」 1998 Fi.g 8.4, p198



How dose evolution occur ?

  Since selection upon pre-existing
variability implies evolution,
polymers and vesicles would
prebiotically co-evolve through
endo-exo circulation, if there are
two events in a cycle: formation
of a great diversity; and selection
through molecular interactions.
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What is the origin of life ?

  The origin of life is defined by the
events that some autonomous
system of endo-exo circulation
would arise to take over the
outside ‘drive’.



Is the principle of endo-exo
circulation universal ?

   If the simple principle of endo-exo
circulation explains the continuous
complexification dynamics, it would
govern a wide variety of life phenomena
such as intra-, inter-, and trans-
cellular organization typical of present-
day life.



Intra-cellular vesicles



Vesicle formation Cell division



  Let us consider trans-cellular
organization.

  Like the ‘life and matter’ problem,
the ‘mind and body’ problem may
be solved through the endo-exo
circulation.

Is the principle of endo-exo
circulation universal ?
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Clear-cut top 
and bottom   

  will disappear.



The emergence of endo-system

   As the number of dendrites increases
and exceeds a certain level of
complexity with little change in the
number of nerve cells, the emergence
of drastic change can occur.



Network open to exo-wold Closed network
                                                      or Endo-system

出所 : S.Kauffman「Origins of order」 1993　Fig.7.4, p309
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Group networks open to exo-wold Closed network
                                                                    or Endo-system

出所 : G. エーデルマン「脳から心へ－心の進化の生物学、金子書房」 1995



Although inputs from
the exo-world perturb
the endo-system, the
control of this system

is embodied within
itself.

Just as life emerges
from the matter, mind
seems to emerge from

the body.

出所 : W. Freeman「The physiology of perception / Sci. Am.」 1991、February  p37



The endo-exo circulation
as scale-invariant principle



Life-matter problem
and

Mind-body problem

   It is not the self-replication but the
endo-exo circulation that could cause
the continuous complexification of
initially non-living matter towards the
origin of life and the origin of mind.



sec min hour year

Acute response
with nongenomic
action

Chronic response 
with genomic action

出所 : D. Purves et al.「Neuroscience, Sinauer Associates Inc., publishers」 2004  Fig. 4.4, p76

出所 : D. L. アルコン「記憶とニューラルシステム / サイエンス」1989年 ,9 月号 p57
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Process selection

Meta-self as emergent
phenomena



Process selection
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Emergence
• Object, subject, self, non-self, recognition,

development, adaptation, evolution, health
and disease as emergent phenomena

Emergence of regulation

Process

Meta-process
Emergence of
Meta-regulation

Nested hierarchy
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